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“A wonderful tribute to Lena Horne that takes on a life of its own. 
Clairdee’s warm and tender vocals are perfect…the band is tight and 
thematic throughout every nuance delivered by Clairdee… This music is a 
celebration of life and the career of one of the greatest entertainers to grace 
this planet. Don’t miss out on this one.” —Doc Wendell 
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San Francisco jazz singer Clairdee has put her love and devotion 
for the jazzier side of Lena Horne on her new project A Love 
Letter To Lena.
For those who don’t put Lena Horne up there with Ella Fitzgerald 
and Sarah Vaughan as a great jazz vocal stylist, this project will 
change a lot of minds. Clairdee is backed up by a superb group of 
musicians including Jon Herbst, piano, arranger and producer, 
Ron Belcher, bass, Doug Miller, bass, Deszon Clairborne, drums, 
Lance Dresser, drums, John Hoy, guitar, Dave Bell, guitar, Mario 
Guarneri, trumpet, Charles McNeal, tenor sax, Philip Santos, 

violin, Emily Onderdonk, viola, Paul Hale, cello, Margo Hall, narrator, Ashling Cole, Bryan 
Dryer and Zoe Ellis, background vocals, Tony Lindsay, Janice Maxie-Reid and Kenny 
Washington, guest vocals, Regina Carter, violin.
Clairdee’s warm and tender vocals are perfect for such standards as “Old Devil Moon,” “I Got A 
Name,” “Maybe,” and “I Want To Be Happy.” The band is tight and thematic throughout every 
nuance delivered by Clairdee. Clairdee is not doing a Lena Horne impersonation by any means. 
She has her very own vocal style on these tunes. The narration (by Margo Hall) taken from 
“Lena Horne In Her Own Words” adds power and depth to the superb music.
Pianist, producer and arranger Jon Herbst’s piano comping is tasteful and complimentary to 
Clairdee’s unique phrasing. Herbst’s arrangements are superb, super clean and endlessly hip. 
Charles McNeal’s tenor sax work on “Maybe” swings beautifully. The narration brings the 
listener closer to Lena Horne the person, not the star. We learn of her struggles being an African 
American Woman in a predominately white Hollywood show biz scene. “Sometimes I Feel Like 
A Motherless Child” is truly an album highlight with Clairdee’s highly emotional vocal delivery 
with Herbst’s subtle piano backing.
Clairdee-A Love Letter To Lena is a wonderful tribute to Lena Horne that takes on a life of its 
own. This music is a celebration of life and the career of one of the greatest entertainers to grace 
this planet. Don’t miss out on this one.
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